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About Us
Platinum Joinery Interiors is Queensland owned and operated by
Lauren and Rob Hunter.
The PJI team are proud of the reputation they’ve developed
for delivering both excellent customer service and high-quality
joinery and fit outs for prestige retail, domestic and commercial
spaces across Australia.
With over fifteen years of experience under his belt, Rob is a
respected project manager, cabinet maker and craftsman, and
supervisor of the Platinum Joinery Interiors team on site. Lauren
brings her operational management expertise and friendly
approach to service behind the scenes, making sure that every
customer experience is seamless.
Team PJI are committed to safeguarding quality throughout the
process of a build, from concept to completion. They’ll operate
with integrity and collaborate with ease, making sure your space
meets your specs and your vision is executed with care.

Shop Fitouts
When it comes to retail store fit outs,
the PJI team have demonstrated
our aptitude for creating premium
shopping environments for you,
our customers.
Our recent work has included
retail shop fit-out and installation
projects for brands including Mont
Blanc, Armani Collezioni, Zamel’s
Jewellers and others. Executing
these projects gives the PJI team
the opportunity to create elegant
spaces where customers can
experience these brands in person
and with pleasure.

Superior Craftsmanship
We understand that your retail space needs
to reflect the positioning of your brand. As
such, we’ll ensure that every aspect of your
fit out is completed to the highest quality.
At PJI, our experienced team will source
the best materials and set new standards
in craftsmanship to give your products the
showcase they deserve.

Commercial Fitouts
To help you make the best use of your commercial space, the PJI team will establish your
usage requirements, aesthetic preferences, occupancy and objectives from the outset of
your commercial fit out project.
We’ve worked with a variety of companies, from architectural offices to RSL clubs and
many others in between, to make commercial spaces that are modern, accessible and
well-suited to their mode of operations. If you’ve got a commercial fit out project in mind,
we’d love to discuss how our industry insights, supplier contacts and runs on the board
can contribute to your success.

Architecturally Designed Joinery

Joinery Specifically For You
At PJI, we can produce bespoke joinery in-house to meet your
specific requirements and aesthetic preferences, so you don’t
have to compromise on those important details. Our tailormade joinery allows you to customise your space with features
and fixtures that accommodate your lifestyle, in every way and
in every room.

Testimonials
Platinum Joinery Interiors produce
an excellent quality of work.
Robert and his team have a very
fine attention to detail, and are
professional and prompt. As an
interior designer, I would highly
recommend Platinum for any
commercial or residential projects.

I used Rob and Lauren to do my office fitout
in Brendale. I love what they produced for me
and I can’t recommend them highly enough.
Premium finish, great communication
throughout the process and they stuck to
the schedule (which is rare these days). I’ll
be using them again for some revamps I
need done around my home.

MELISSA BLIGHT
Two Fold Studio

MARSHA BOYLE
Simplified Business Solutions

Communication and
Collaboration
The PJI team will work with you
to ensure that we understand
your vision completely. As well
as executing your project to our
exacting standards, we’ll prioritise
customer service: inviting your
input, keeping you updated on
our progress and completing on
time, in budget, to spec and to your
complete satisfaction.

